Today’s workplace is undergoing a revolution in reorganization and innovation. With interaction on video becoming second nature for most of us, people now expect video to be installed across all available areas to fully connect with their teammates and others however they like, from wherever they need to. Be it at home, in-office or elsewhere, Neat’s dynamic portfolio of devices are simple to install, set up and use and feature pioneering capabilities that enable you to enjoy closer and clearer meetings throughout a wide range of small to medium and large spaces.
Most people’s homes aren’t designed for work. Few have multiple outlets for cabled Ethernet. Your home office might be your bedroom, kitchen or living room. So, fewer cables and economical use of space is paramount. The environment might be noisy, the background messy, and lighting conditions poor. Ideally, you’ll want to have home meetings on a device that provides crystal clear audio and video, and allows for maximum efficiency, privacy, and seamless compatibility with your laptop.

To learn more about choosing the right device for your spaces visit neat.no/spaces.